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BISHOP MORRISON

AT VESPER SERVICE

Noted Episcopalian Addressed

as Large Audience

Subject Was "The Grounds of Religious Assurance" — Good Program of Music

A large audience listened to the address by the Rev. James D. Morrison, Bishop of Ohio, at the University's Vesper Service last Tuesday afternoon on "The Grounds of Religious Assurance." In his sermon the speaker held forth that people rely upon the statements of others because of their religion. For scientific facts are accepted against the evidence of people's own senses, such as the phenomena of day and night and the rotation of the earth. Again, certain scientific conclusions are drawn away from first to new and theory and theorems accepted. "But not once in all these nineteen hundred years has the Master's word become obsolete." The musical numbers on the program were excellent. Dr. Morrison spoke at the Episcopal Church on Saturday morning and was entertained by the Rectory. Dr. W. D. Williams.

Humanities Society Meets

The Humanist Society met last night at the "home of" Prof. F. C. Eastman. The chief speaker of the evening was Prof. D. W. Washburn, whose address was "What is Religion." After outlining the directions of humanism, Dr. Washburn showed how the events of his career gave rise to certain absurds, which were real. "Michael Angelo's version of a soul is obscure even after studying often when defective in grammar and expression in conception. In spite of this, it is an answer of the greatest man of the 16th century," said Prof. Washburn. Min Voss and Prof. Paton were also on the program for the evening, the former speaking on "The Valga; Religion After Meaning Yes" and "No," and the latter the speaker of the Italian-French composer, Luini.

Dents Win at Basketball

Saturday the basketball teams of the State College played a game with the team from Iowa at that place, winning the score of 26 to 6. The game was an interesting fight, and the final score completed their outstanding efforts, all through the game, as the score tells. Choral Society Meets Thursday

The Choral Society will meet this week at the accustomed place in Thursday evening from 2:00 to 3:15.
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If you have not yet taken advantage of the bargains offered at this Clearance Sale, you can still do so. From our great stock of winter clothing for men we have filled in all lots and will continue selling regardless of profit.

**This Great Clothing Sale is still ON!**

**Lot of Sweater Vests**

At this is a Clearance of all winter stocks we include in the lots at reduced prices our fine line of Sweater Vests. The assortment comprises the very best grades in many different colors. Our Manhattan Shirts and Nielsen soft and still Hats are all offered at big discounts.

Come in and See the Goods

**Winter Clothing**

UT student trade in Sears-Black and College Brand clothes is immense because of the popularity of these clothes. During this sale our whole stock of Sears and Overcoats of these firms' makes are offered at reductions of 1-7 to 1-5. Can you afford to wear your old Suit or to wait and pay full price next season?

Let the Prices Talk to You

---

**NEW RESTAURANT**

The Interurban Restaurant

One hour west of the Saturday evening will be the last chance to have dinner at the hotel for the season. Prof. F. R. Bolton, Director of the School of Recreation in the University, has been invited to deliver a course of three lectures at the University of Illinois sometime in the near future. Professors Bolton will probably base his lectures upon "Modern Developments in International Organization." Professor Bolton also has plans for engagements for thirty lectures in teachers' institutes in Illinois and states west of Illinois. These lectures will deal with "Child Study and International Education." Professor Bolton will also deliver a course of nine lectures before the Clinton County institute next summer.

**IRVING OFFICERS WERE APPOINTED**

President Myers chooses five for term.

At business meeting of Irving Institute held after the program Friday the following members were appointed: Music, Brown program; Brass, percussion, literature, criticism, Gordon Fets, orchestra; auditing committees, C. L. Updegraff; Boy's Braving, Ray, and Ignatz, Thomas, Garrett.

**Good High School at Ocheyon**

In the high school at Ocheyon, Iowa, the University is well represented. Mr. A. J. Metzbower is the superintendent, who has his bachelor's degree from Princeton, is a great state student of the University. A. H. Wil, is doing efficient service in Latin, and Miss Edna Beason, A. B. W., has work in science and mathematics. The other teachers are all college graduates and it is scarcely necessary to say that educational conditions in Ocheyon are unusual. The school is large, numbering about 125, the building is new and well equipped, the spirit among the students is fine and it seems as though the educational situation is extremely satisfactory. Not only from the standpoint of the University but more important from the standpoint of the band, the community.

**BOLTON TO GIVE MANY LECTURES**

Popular Educator in Demand For Institutions

Prof. F. R. Bolton, Director of the School of Recreation in the University, has been invited to deliver a course of three lectures at the University of Illinois sometime in the near future. Professors Bolton will probably base his lectures upon "Modern Developments in International Organization." Professor Bolton also has plans for engagements for thirty lectures in teachers' institutes in Illinois and states west of Illinois. These lectures will deal with "Child Study and International Education." Professor Bolton will also deliver a course of nine lectures before the Clinton County institute next summer.

---
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Olympian Restaurant

Why don't you get your meals here? It will be to your interest and convenience.

MENU

SOUPS
Cream of Tapioca
Continental au Crouton

CHOICE OF MEATS
Kippered Mackerel
Coconut Lovers Fried Oysters

CHOICE OF MEATS
Roast Beef

Chicken Giblets, Ramson style

Pork Sausages and Eggs, country style

Roast Porterhouse, brown gravy

Rack of Pork with Braise

Spareribs, Nantucket style

CHOICE OF MEATS

Salad of Beef

Pork Chops, McIlwain style

Mashed Potatoes

VEGETABLES

DESSERT

Lemon of Choice

COMMUTATION TICKETS
$3.00 for $2.75

The Rush for Junior Pictures is Now On!

Townsends Studio

Is Prepared to Make

Good Photographs

MT TODAY!

BET TODAY!

"KEEP THE BALLS A-ROLLIN" — Activity in his Speech to the Senior Senate.

The Iowa Bowling Alleys

are now open, and being in the best condition, especially

ask your parents. Get the habit; bowling is certainly the order of the day. Reserve made for tournaments, afternoon or evening.

GET YOUR CLASS TEAM STARTED

The Harvard Medical School... BOSTON, MASS.

the Public Health School, Boston, Mass.

at the John A. Thompson Memorial Fund, the first endowed chair of public health and the largest endowed chair in the world.

In the course of the John A. Thompson Memorial Fund, the first endowed chair of public health and the largest endowed chair in the world.

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, Boston, Mass.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Cambridge, Mass.

This is a public service announcement and should be considered as such.

[Significant information not clearly visible due to low resolution.]

FACTORIES OF THE WORLD

Be sure to get your copy of the

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, Boston, Mass.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Cambridge, Mass.

This is a public service announcement and should be considered as such.

[Significant information not clearly visible due to low resolution.]

The S. U. I.

BLEND OF COFFEE

40c

Per Pound

Put up in our Assorted Sizes

We Challenge Anybody

to find a better assortment of

coffees than can be found here. We don't buy an article beca-

use it has a pretty label and we don't ask 25c. We believe in quality of the label, and we can confidently recommend to our customers 5c, 10c, and 25c. If you can't be pleased, we ask you to come back again.

G. R. ANDRAH, PARROTT & SIMPSON

212 South Dallas St.

OWA CITY PRINT

ATTACHMENTS

Every Thursday Evening

Some Different Attachments will be given

Thursday Eve., Jan. 25
Half size for ten days order by 16th. Year.

Thursday Eve., Jan. 30
Over-size for ten days order by 16th. Year.

We have brought to the attention of the public the fact that the price of the paper is solely for the supply of paper and that it is the duty of the reader to pay the price of the paper on a regular basis. This will enable us to maintain the quality and integrity of the paper and to provide a fair and just compensation for the work of the staff and contributors. We appreciate your support and encourage you to continue to support our efforts to provide a high-quality publication.
SALES AGREEMENT

The Conklin Pen Co., 390 Madison Avenue, New York

To: [Recipient's Name]

Subject: Sales Agreement for [Product Name]

Dear [Recipient's Name],

I am writing to extend our sales agreement for the supply of [Product Name] to your establishment. We appreciate your continued support and look forward to a long and successful business relationship.

Please let me know if you require any additional products or if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Sales Representative

The Conklin Pen Co., 390 Madison Avenue, New York